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Abstract
In this talk, I summarize prior work on the Chapel Hyper-Graph Library (CHGL), the Chapel Aggregation Library (CAL), and introduce the more general Chapel Graph Library (CGL). CGL is being designed to enable global-view programming, such that locality is abstracted from the user. CGL is also being designed in a way that is similar to Chapel’s multiresolution design philosophy, where graphs are implemented in terms of hyper graphs, and where both the underlying hypergraph and overlying graphs are available for use. Some of the kinds of graphs being designed are bipartite graphs, directed and undirected graphs, and even trees.

CCS Concepts
- Software and its engineering → Software libraries and repositories;
- Mathematics of computing → Graph algorithms; Hypergraphs;
- Computing methodologies → Distributed programming languages.
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Introduction
Graphs are important models for computation in both scientific computing and high-performance computing alike. Unfortunately there are many types of graphs, and implementing all of them is extremely time-consuming. As well, a lot of graphs tend share some overlap, wherein that overlap can be abstracted away. One such abstraction is the hypergraph, which is a generalization of graphs where edges are sets rather than fixed pairs of vertices.¹ Currently, the Chapel HyperGraph Library (CHGL) [1] is the only distributed-memory library for hypergraphs in Chapel. An example of CHGL application to big data analytics on DNS data can be found in Joslyn et al. [4]. While hypergraphs provide abstraction of complex high-dimensional data, 2-uniform-hypergraphs or just graphs are sufficient for many tasks. In the Chapel Graph Library, we take a novel approach in that we intend to implement all data structures on top of a lower-level hypergraph, similar to how Chapel is implemented. Explicit hypergraphs will still be available for use, but for many tasks more specialized graphs view can be used instead. Thanks to this design, the ability to convert a graph to a hypergraph will be a constant-time operation. For example, it is possible to implement undirected graphs and binary trees with hypergraphs; the result of the latter would look similar to fig. 1

Utilizing the hypergraphs of CHGL allows us to reuse all of the benefits of the existing implementation in CHGL. One such benefit is enabling global-view programming via privatization, where a locale-private instance of the class is managed on each locale to vastly improve locality of access,

¹Normal graphs are essentially hyper graphs where all hyper edges have a cardinality of 2.
along with its compiler-optimization remote-value forwarding which forwards all accesses to the locale-private instance, even when the default intent is by-reference such as in ‘forall’ loops. This can enable efficient distributed-memory access similar to that of Chapel’s distributed arrays. As CHGL uses the Chapel Aggregation Library (CAL) [3], CGL can leverage the benefits of aggregation to aide in cases of fine-grained and irregular computations. Hence, CGL can more easily provide distributed graphs that are not just easy-to-use, but potentially fast depending on implementation. To enable specialized graphs to leverage specific information, CHGL is going to be revised incrementally to enable the implementation of such data structures and ensure their scalability.

Lastly, one exciting improvement for both CHGL and CGL both, is the planned overhaul of concurrent techniques, such as the new Interval-Based Memory Reclamation [5], and RCUArray [2], which both should help to enable concurrent modifications to the distributed hypergraph and graphs alike.
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